Reinforcing Strap
Flat Washer
Lock Washer
1\(\frac{1}{4}\) x 5-\(\frac{1}{4}\) Track Bolt

Reinforcing Strip

105 DY
107 NH II2, II5 & II9

Additional hole to be drilled in the field.

Top View

107 NH

Additional hole to be drilled in the field.

Side View

NOTES

1. Reinforcing strap to be forged from P-135 CR joint bar material.

2. Reinforcing strap shall conform to the current A.R.E.A. "Specifications for Rolled Mild Steel".

3. An additional 1\(\frac{1}{4}\) hole must be drilled in the 107 NH Rail to accommodate the reinforcing strap, as shown in Figure-1. This work is to be done in the field.
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Modified - Rail End Drilling
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